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so when pop megastar hyuna (real name
park so-yeon) stunned south korea with her
accusations of sexual harassment by
manager yoo in-seok on march 19, her
career was already in deep crisis. she had a
major lead in the run-up to her first-ever
solo album, though she would never
release it. on her 25th birthday, an alleged
victim of yoo sent him a message on the
internet, but the message was never
delivered. after his death, a friend of the
manager also died. hyuna went public with
her allegations. but after hyuna's
allegations, they became known to have no
merit. no one believed hyuna's claims.
hyuna was well-known for her temper. she
was accused of being kim jong un's
girlfriend, though they had reportedly met
only once. hyuna's insults about the
nation's leader were well-known in the
industry, and she had been seen on tv
ranting about his personal life. the police
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never investigated hyuna. hyuna's claims
were a shocker for south korea. then hyuna
was gone. the singer, who filed for
dissolution of her yg entertainment label,
stopped releasing music. south korean
media speculated that hyuna had a mental
illness. in december, the singer announced
that she was leaving the industry, saying
her career as a singer was over. hyunas
case showed how sensitive south korean
society still is about women's roles, said
park. the case has not only led to a national
discussion of female empowerment, but
also about the rights of lgbtq people. but
park said the k-pop industrys response to
the hyuna case has been disappointing.
some agencies have said they want to
improve their policies. but they have been
slow to change.
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the suspect was arrested at a nearby police
station, but according to south korea's

yonhap news agency he had been evading
authorities since the original incident in

october last year, when the woman
involved filed a complaint with the national

police agency. south korea has no laws
against prostitution or solicitation, but a

2016 survey by the korean national police
found that 8,000 sex workers are in seoul
alone. one in five sex workers was asian,

the majority from thailand. officials say the
sex trade has been a part of south korea

for centuries, with one of the countrys first
brothels opening in kaesong city in the

early 1900s. it was one of the first towns
established by the unification church, the
now-banned offshoot of the now-defunct,

japanese-founded korean christian
movement known as the shinsengumi. the

church is known for its recruitment of
teenagers and the promise of a better life.
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in the 1990s and early 2000s, some of the
girls who traveled to south korea to work in
the shinsengumi were deported after the
church was closed. orc superheroine tied
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